Salon CCC: Planning

CONCEPT

Inspired from the french litterary salons of the xviii th century, we aim to create a society of
cultural creatives to promote ideas of our generation through all mediums. An Art exhibition,
Talks, Debates with the speakers, a collaborative project and live concerts mixing electronic
and acoustic music.
By combining those various mediums and inviting vanguard creators to
showcase their work we aim at reuniting people from all sectors of activity to
share, discuss and develop new forward thinking ideas.
By introducing people to new territories we want to grow people’s vocabulary
through this cultural exchange with fellow forward thinkers of all cultures.
And all together gather collective creativity within a network to exchange knowledge, skills
and ressources towards the realization of ambitious projects.
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ART EXHIBITION
To us, art is the way to express the great ideas of our generation. «The ones who say outloud
what everyone thinks inside. « It is the medium to express ideas beyond words. Artists have
the power to project themselves in the future and we want them to share their sensible vision
of our society. The selection will be eclectic to show the rich variety of multiculturalism.

TA L K S
15mins talks to explain forward thinking ideas. With those, we aim to tell the story of who we are and what we
want to achieve
Cultural Creatives
Commons
Consumactors

DESIGN THINKING
Happening with the speakers, in order to find solutions to the problematics evoked in the
conferences. Interdisciplinary groups will be formed to solve upcoming challenges.
In collaboration with D. School Paris

CROWDPROJECT
A crowdproject is a common (as a commonwealth) administered as an open-source enterprise
by its user’s community. It will start with a small talk explaining the problem, the solution we
envion and a call to support the project.
For the 1st one, CCC will be our crowdproject.

CONCERTS
All the performances will be curated around this quote:
“We live only to discover beauty. All else is a form of waiting”
Dewalta & Shannon: ambient modular jazz live
Duve (René Audiard & Ali Cakir): oniric electroacoustic live
Petre Inspirescu: ambient classical performance
Laurine Frost: Theatrical live
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